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ABSTRACT
Mobile apps are an integral component of our daily life. Ability to
use mobile apps is important for everyone, but arguably even more
so for approximately 15% of the world population with disabilities. This paper presents the results of a large-scale empirical study
aimed at understanding accessibility of Android apps from three
complementary perspectives. First, we analyze the prevalence of
accessibility issues in over 1, 000 Android apps. We find that almost
all apps are riddled with accessibility issues, hindering their use
by disabled people. We then investigate the developer sentiments
through a survey aimed at understanding the root causes of so
many accessibility issues. We find that in large part developers
are unaware of accessibility design principles and analysis tools,
and the organizations in which they are employed do not place a
premium on accessibility. We finally investigate user ratings and
comments on app stores. We find that due to the disproportionately small number of users with disabilities, user ratings and app
popularity are not indicative of the extent of accessibility issues in
apps. We conclude the paper with several observations that form
the foundation for future research and development.
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INTRODUCTION

Mobile applications (apps) play an important role in the daily life
of billions of people around the world, from personal banking to
communication, to transportation, and more. Ability to access these
necessary services with ease is important for everyone, especially
for approximately 15% of the world population with disabilities [53].
As app usage has steadily increased over the years among the
disabled people, so has their reliance on the accessibility features.
In a survey conducted in 2017, it was found that 90.9% of visually
impaired respondents used screen readers on a smartphone [51],
which is substantially higher than prior years.
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Due to the increased reliance of disabled people on their mobile devices, ensuring that app features are accessible has become
more important than ever before. Awareness as to the accessibility of apps has been growing as well. Google and Apple (primary
organizations facilitating the app marketplace) have released developer and design guidelines for accessibility [7, 12]. They also
provide accessibility services and scanners as part of their platforms [6, 11, 13, 42]. Mandates from government regulations, such
as Section 508 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) [2], are bringing further attention to
accessibility factors in apps. Not surprisingly, as a result of such
legislation, accessibility-related lawsuits in US federal courts have
been growing, e.g., by 180% in 2018 compared to 2017 [46].
Despite these accessibility-focused efforts, studies have found
significant accessibility issues in apps [40]. This suggests a continuing need for increasing accessibility awareness among researchers,
developers of mobile platforms (e.g., Apple, Google), and developers
of individual apps. Although some researchers have studied the
accessibility of mobile apps, those studies remain limited in terms
of the number of subjects considered, or the number of accessibility
issues examined [3, 17, 18, 29, 40, 52]. Furthermore, it is not clear
to what extent developers utilize accessibility features in their apps.
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has investigated the
development practices pertaining to accessibility of mobile apps, to
answer questions such as: how prevalent are different categories
of accessibility issues in mobile apps? why developers write apps
with accessibility issues? what do the developers want from the
accessibility analysis tools? etc.
In this paper, we aim to cover this gap in research by providing
a holistic view of Android accessibility from three complementary
perspectives: apps, developers, and users. We investigate prevalence
of accessibility issues (the apps), reasons why developers create
apps with accessibility issues (the developers), and how accessibility issues impact user perception (the users). First, we conduct a
mining study based on Android apps collected from AndroZoo [10]
to investigate the extent to which accessibility issues are present.
Next, we analyze the developers and organizations involved in the
creation of these apps to determine their association with accessibility issues. We then conduct a survey with practitioners to gather
a deeper understanding of the underlying reasons for creating apps
with accessibility issues. Finally, we analyze user-provided reviews
of the collected apps to understand potential associations between
accessibility issues and users’ perceptions.
Overall, the paper makes the following contributions:
• We report on the first large-scale analysis of prevalence of a wide
variety of accessibility issues (11 types) in over 1, 000 Android
apps across 33 different application categories.
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• We present the findings of a survey involving 66 practitioners,
which shed light on the current practices and challenges pertaining to accessibility, as well as practitioners’ perception regarding
accessibility tools and guidelines.
• We discuss how the presence of accessibility issues, and their
extent, impact users’ perception of apps.
• Based on our results, we outline implications for developers and
researchers, and provide suggestions for improving the existing
tools to better support accessibility in mobile apps.
The paper is structured as follows: we provide a background
on accessibility issues in Android in Section 2, followed by a brief
review of prior research efforts in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
our approach of mining Android apps and surveying developers
for answering our intended research questions. In Section 5, we
present our findings. Section 6 discusses the results and outlines
implications for developers and researchers.

2

ACCESSIBILITY ISSUES IN ANDROID

Accessibility is defined as “The quality of being easily reached, entered, or used by people that have a disability” [27]. Mobile accessibility refers to making websites and apps more accessible to people with disabilities when using smartphones and other mobile
devices [48]. Various mobile accessibility standards have been proposed, including W3C [48], Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG 2.0 and 2.1) [50], U.S. Revised Section 508 standard [1], and
BBC Standards and Guidelines for Mobile Accessibility from the
UK [15]. Within these standards, variety of recommendations have
been made to provide better support for individuals with different
kinds of disability including motor, hearing, and visual impairment.
Several companies have also created their list of developer guidelines based on standards such as Android Accessibility Developer
Guidelines [7], Apple Accessibility Developer Guidelines [12], and
IBM Accessibility Checklist [26]. In this study, we focus on accessibility issues in Android apps and consider the accessibility
recommendations provided by Google for Android developers [7].
Here we present a brief description of accessibility issues within
Android apps that are the focus of our study.

2.1

Content Labeling

Impacted audience: Individuals with visual impairment.
Description: Content labels are alternative texts to images/actions.
Although they are invisible, they can be accessed and announced
by a screen reader (e.g., TalkBack in Android). They are intended
to provide a clear description of images or actions of buttons for
individuals with visual impairment. Below is a list of issues related
to content labeling.
• Speakable Text: This issue indicates User Interface (UI) elements
that are visible on the screen, but missing text labels. Presence
of this accessibility issue means screen reader will be unable to
convey these elements to visually impaired users. This issue can
be fixed by providing certain attributes in the layout XML file,
or dynamically in the code.
• Duplicate Speakable Text: This issue indicates UI elements with
the same labels are visible in the same screen. Duplicate labels
make it difficult for the user to separate and identify each UI
element.
• Redundant Description: For native Android elements such as a
Button, screen readers can access the type of UI element and
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announce it to the user along with the label. Repeating the type
of element in the label is redundant and may confuse the user.

2.2

UI Implementation

Impacted audience: Individuals with mobile impairment.
Description: Developers are required to avoid certain implementations of UI elements that challenge users with mobile impairment.
Below is a list of accessibility issues related to UI implementation.
• Clickable Span: UI elements such as ClickableSpan may not
be compatible with accessibility services such as screen readers,
i.e., hyperlinks within those elements may not be detectable and
will not be activated. For these hyperlinks to be supported by
accessibility services, the use of alternative UI elements such as
URLSpan is encouraged
• Duplicate Clickable Bounds: This issue indicates two or more
elements, such as nested Views, that share the same space and
boundaries on the screen. When using alternative navigation
approaches, duplicate views can cause the same area on the
screen to be focused more than once.
• Editable Content Description: This issue highlights improper
setting of properties when implementing EditText elements.
Supporting accessibility for EditText requires implementing a
label describing the field when it is empty. Moreover, once the
user enters text, that text should be announced.
• Unsupported Class Name: Native Android View provides type
information to screen readers and other accessibility services.
For example, accessibility services can recognize an element as
Button or Checkbox automatically and announce that to the
user. However, developers sometimes create a custom View, but
forget to provide this information to screen readers and other
accessibility services. This issue highlights a custom View that
does not provide the type of elements to screen reader.
• Traversal Order: Screen readers navigate the elements on a screen
based on their hierarchical order. Developers can override this
navigation order by using specific attributes for each UI element
within the XML layout file, allowing them to specify the following
and previous elements on the screen. This issue identifies cases
where cyclic navigation is present, which may leave the user
stuck at a certain element and unable to explore the remaining
elements on the screen.

2.3

Touch Target Size

Impacted audience: Individuals with mobile impairment.
Description: Small targets are difficult to tap accurately. This requires
more effort for the user. Failure to successfully tap on a button may
impede using the app altogether.
• Touch target size: This issue identifies clickable UI elements with
small touch areas that can be difficult to use.

2.4

Low Contrast

Impacted audience: Individuals with visual impairment.
Description: Insufficient contrast among an app’s UI elements can
affect how easily users can read, find, and comprehend those elements. Below is a list of accessibility issues related to contrast.
• Text Contrast: This issue corresponds to visible text, where there
is a low contrast ratio between the text color and background
color.
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• Image Contrast: This issue identifies images that are visible on
the screen but with a low contrast ratio between the foreground
and background colors.

3

RELATED WORK

Although there has not been a prior large-scale analysis of accessibility in mobile apps, related work has been performed on the
conventional desktop and web applications. Several studies for
testing compliance of various websites have found that lack of accessibility is still a significant issue [3] [18] [29] [52]. Our current
work builds upon and is informed by prior research on mobile
accessibility implementation.

3.1

Previous Empirical Studies

Recently, studies have started to focus and further investigate accessibility issues in mobile apps. However, the number of these studies
is in comparison smaller than those for the web. Notably, most of
the prior work in this space is small scale. Coelho et al. manually
evaluated four government mobile apps using W3C Accessibility
Guidelines [50] and found that accessibility issues are extensive in
these cases [43]. Milne et al. investigated the accessibility of mobile
health sensors for blind users [33]. Walker et al. evaluated weather
apps and found them not to be universally accessible [49].
Vendome et al. [17] performed an empirical study to understand
Android apps’ accessibility issues. However, our study is answering
a much wider and more comprehensive set of questions, as we take
a broader approach by looking into the perspective of users, developers, and apps, while their study only investigates the developer’s
perspective. Furthermore, our study analyzes 10 additional types
of accessibility issues. Finally, our approach employs dynamic analysis for detection of accessibility violations, while they use static
analysis, enabling us to detect a wider variety of accessibility issues
as several UI elements in Android are populated at runtime.
Researchers have also previously looked at specific accessibility issues, such as alternative text labels [41], alternative image
labels [33, 35, 43], and missing labels [35]. These studies help characterize accessibility problems. However, the small scales at which
they were performed make it difficult to more generally assess the
state of accessibility in mobile apps. Additionally, none of these
studies has considered developers and attempted to understand the
development practices that lead to the occurrence of accessibility
issues in apps. Our study aims to fill these gaps.

3.2

Tools for Assessing Accessibility

Accessibility evaluation can be a complex task, requiring human
expertise and judgment to provide an accurate assessment. However, certain facets of accessibility testing can be automated. Despite several studies on mobile accessibility evaluation, only a few
evaluation tools are available. These tools belong to two primary
categories: static analysis and dynamic analysis. Lint [31] is a static
analysis tool that runs as part of the SDK but also integrated with
the Android Studio IDE. It reports missing content descriptions
and missing accessibility labels declared directly in the XML layout
files. Dynamic analysis has the ability to identify and detect more
accessibility issues [20]. Accessibility Scanner [42] is one of the
dynamic analysis tools available on Google Play Store. The tool
is based on the Accessibility Testing Framework, an open-source
library of various automated checks for accessibility. Espresso [21]
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and Robolectric [39] are also general-purpose testing frameworks
that can evaluate the same sets of accessibility issues as the Accessibility Scanner, since they are all based on the same library.
PUMA [25] is a customizable dynamic analysis framework that can
be used to check apps for different properties such as performance,
security, and correctness. The tool also provides accessibility checks
for different types of accessibility issues.
Patil et al. proposed an improved version of UI Automator Viewer,
named “Enhanced UI Automator Viewer” [37], which is a tool for
scanning and analyzing the UI components of an Android application. This tool supports inspection of low color contrast accessibility
issue. MATE is another automated accessibility testing framework
for Android that explores different app screens at runtime [20]. Mobile Accessibility Checker (MAC) is a tool from IBM for accessibility
evaluation [54]. Krainz et al. proposed a model-driven development
framework with automated code generation to avoid accessibility issues [30]. Ross et al. proposed an epidemiology-inspired framework
to support the assessment of mobile apps accessibility [40].
All in all, none of the aforementioned approaches deals with
the main objectives of our work: gaining a holistic view regarding
the prevalence of accessibility issues, the reasons why developers
create apps with accessibility issues, and how these accessibility
issues impact user perception.

4

METHODOLOGY

Our study consisted of the following steps: (1) we first collected a
large set of Android apps and filtered those that were not buildable;
(2) we evaluated the accessibility of subject apps using a custombuild tool that we developed on top of popular accessibility libraries
and testing frameworks; (3) we collected and analyzed developer
and organization information pertaining to each app to identify
their association with accessibility issues; (4) we then conducted a
survey with practitioners to gather a deeper understanding of the
underlying reasons for developing apps with accessibility issues;
and finally (5) we manually analyzed user-provided reviews of
the collected apps to understand potential associations between
accessibility issues and users’ perception. We now describe each of
these steps in further detail.

4.1

Study Subjects

For our study, we selected Android as it is the most popular mobile
platform [9]. We selected 1, 500 top free apps from Google Play
Store. These apps belonged to 33 different categories such as health
and fitness, music and audio, productivity, and etc. After identifying
the apps, we downloaded their APKs from AndroZoo [5], which is
a repository of Android apps with more than 9 million APKs. As
part of our study, we wanted to investigate if same developers tend
to create similar types of accessibility issues. We selected a random
set of 60 developers and found that 52 of them had multiple apps
among the initial 1, 500 apps. We then identified other apps from
Google Play Store that these developers have published and are not
already in our list of projects. This criteria added 200 more apps to
our list.
Since one of our goals was to investigate how accessibility levels
change over time, we needed to analyze multiple versions of apps.
We selected the top 60 apps in terms of their Activity coverage
(defined in Section 4.3) and obtained multiple versions for each app.
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4.2

Accessibility Evaluation Tool

To evaluate the accessibility features of Android apps, we developed an accessibility evaluation tool that leverages the accessibility
checks provided by Google’s Accessibility Testing Framework [23],
which is an open-source library that supports various accessibilityrelated checks and can be applied to various UI elements such as
TextView, ImageView, and Button. Google’s Accessibility Testing
Framework is also the underlying engine that is used by Google
Scanner [42], a Google recommended app for assessing the accessibility of Android apps. We did not use Google Scanner [42] for
our study, as it requires the users to manually run the app, go
through each screen and initiate the evaluation process, making it
time-consuming and not scalable for a large-scale analysis. Since
Google’s Accessibility Testing Framework is open-source, it provided us with the opportunity to integrate it into our evaluation
tool with ease and automate the entire process.
Our accessibility evaluation tool has two major parts. One part
simulates user interactions and the other part monitors the device
for Accessibility Events. We detail each part below.
4.2.1 Simulating User Interactions. We assess accessibility of
apps dynamically, as several UI elements in Android are populated
at runtime, making it rather difficult to detect them statically. To
that end, our tool first installs the app on an emulator running on a
laptop with Intel Core i7-8550U, 1.80GHz CPU, and 16GB of RAM.
We used an Android image configured with Google services, API
level 25 and 1080 by 1920 pixel display resolution.
After successfully installing an app on the emulator, our tool
uses Android Monkey [8] to simulate user interaction. Android
Monkey [8] is a UI testing tool developed by Google. It generates
pseudo-random gestures, such as clicks and touches, to simulate
user interactions.
Our accessibility evaluation tool runs each app for a time limit
of 30 minutes, during which the app is restarted multiple times
to maximize the coverage of Activities and prevent Monkey from
getting stuck on specific screens. In the case of a crash, the tool
restarts the app and continues to crawl. Monkey takes a value as
the seed to generate the random events. We feed Monkey with a
different seed value for each run to maximize coverage. Additionally,
at this step, we collect coverage metrics, such as the number of
covered Activities and lines of code.
4.2.2 Monitoring Accessibility Events. We developed an Android
app, called Listener, that was installed on the emulator as part of our
accessibility evaluation tool. Listener has a Service running in the
background that uses Android’s Accessibility API to listen for
Accessibility Events, as each app is crawled. Accessibility
API is included in Android to support the implementation of accessibility services. Accessibility Events are system-level signals
that indicate state changes on the device, e.g., when a Button is
clicked, or a new screen is opened. Every time an Accessibility
Event is detected, the app takes a screenshot of the current screen,
and retrieve the hierarchy of all the UI elements (Views) that are
visible to the user. It then invokes Google’s Accessibility Testing
Framework to perform the various accessibility checks [23]. Since
there are no benchmarks for evaluating this kind of tool, we evaluated the tool by running it on several apps and manually verifying
the results.
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4.3

Data Collection and Analysis

We collected different types of accessibility issues for each app using
our accessibility evaluation tool. We also collected Package name,
Activity name, and number of user interface elements and lines-ofcode for each app. We calculated the app Activity coverage by
dividing the number of unique Activities that are explored by the
total number of Activities in the app. We eliminated apps from our
analysis with very low Activity coverage, i.e., apps for which
our tool was not able to explore more than one Activity. We finally ended up with 1, 135 apps in our corpus. Figure 1 shows the
distribution of apps in our final dataset.

Figure 1: Number of apps for each category in the dataset
For apps in our dataset that were obtained from Google Play Store,
we crawled each app page and collected various meta-data including
category, name of developer, number of installs, number of reviews
and rating score. Since we collected accessibility issues from screens,
and screens with larger number of elements are prone to more
accessibility issues, we needed to normalize the data to avoid such
bias. To that end, we used inaccessibility rate, a metric calculated
by dividing the number of elements with accessibility issues on a
screen over the total number of elements on the same screen that are
prone to accessibility issues [54]. This ratio is calculated for each of
the 11 types of accessibility issues. For example, the inaccessibility
rate for TextContrast type would be the number of elements with
TextContrast issues divided by all the TextView elements that are
potential victims for this type of accessibility issue.
Game UIs are not built using native UI elements, instead they are
built based on graphic libraries such as OpenGL [24] and Unity [47]
[14], where interactive UI elements such as buttons are rendered
as images in the background. Existing tools can neither evaluate
these elements nor examine their properties, since these elements
do not provide enough information to the accessibility framework.
As a result, we excluded the Game category from our analysis.
An important concern with existing accessibility analysis tools
is that they report all accessibility issues without assigning any
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ranking. Our goal was to identify fruitful ways in which the accessibility issues could be ranked, thus engineers can prioritize their
effort in resolving such issues. To identify plausible approaches,
we randomly selected 25 apps and 100 screens from our dataset,
and manually analyzed the reported accessibility issues. Our manual analysis revealed three different cases: (1) Some accessibility
issues make it difficult to use the app, while others make the app
completely unusable. As an example the 5-star rating element of
the Yelp app lacks accessibility support, leaving this core functionality inaccessible to many people. This led us to define severity of
impact on the user as a ranking criterion. (2) Some accessibility
issues are easily fixed, while others require redesigning the interface completely. This motivated us to define ease of fix as another
ranking criterion. (3) Not all reported accessibility issues are in fact
accessibility issues, as the tools sometimes produce false positives.
Thus, we defined certainty of the warning (true positive) as another
plausible ranking criterion.
We also investigated the impact of company culture on accessibility issues. We identified apps in our dataset that are developed
by well-known companies. It is naturally the expectation that such
companies would have better software development resources than
others. The selection criteria is based on the Forbes Top 100 Digital
Companies list [22]. The list contains companies such as Amazon,
Google, and Microsoft. 23 apps met this criteria. We also analyzed
the impact of accessibility issues on users perception. To answer
this question, we crawled the Google Play Store and collected metadata about each app including app rating score, and whether it
was promoted as an Editors’ Choice on the Store. Our analysis
covered reviews written in English only. Prior to performing the
review analysis, we pre-processed the text of the reviews using
NLTK library [34]. We applied text tokenization, stemming, and
lower-case letters conversion. We then searched the dataset using a
set of accessibility-related keywords that are based on the different
accessibility guidelines and tools, sample keywords include “accessibility”, “visual impairment”, “blind”, etc. We improved upon this
set as we scanned through reviews that discussed accessibility. The
search process flagged 704 reviews. Two authors independently
read the reviews and assigned the accessibility concern types and
whether the sentiment was positive or negative. We also had a
high inter-rater reliability of 0.84. . We ended up with 150 verified
accessibility-related reviews from 102 different apps.

4.4

Survey

To validate our findings, we performed an online survey of Android
developers. In this section, we describe the survey design, participant selection criteria, pilot survey, data collection, and analysis.
4.4.1 Survey design. We designed an online survey to gather
a deeper understanding of the underlying reasons for creating
apps with accessibility issues. We asked demographic questions
to understand the respondents’ background (e.g., their number
of years of professional experience). We then asked them about
their current practice of using guidelines and tools for assessing
accessibility (if any). We also asked them about the challenges of
ensuring accessibility based on their experiences. We presented
some of the accessibility challenges identified through our empirical
analysis of apps and asked the respondents to rate each of them
with one of the following ratings and to provide a rationale for
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their rating: very important, important, neutral, unimportant, very
unimportant. A respondent can also specify that he/she prefers
not to answer. We included this option to reduce the possibility of
respondents providing arbitrary answers. During our app analysis,
we noticed that none of the available accessibility analysis tools
distinguish between the reported accessibility issues. We identified
three potentially fruitful methods of ranking reported accessibility
issues: severity of impact on the user, certainty of the warning (true
positive), and ease of fix. We asked the respondents to rate each
of the 3 ranking methods with one of the following ratings and
to provide a rationale for their rating: very important, important,
neutral, unimportant, very unimportant. A sample of the survey
instrument can be found at the companion website [44].
4.4.2 Participant Selection. We recruited participants for the
survey from the list of open-source app developers on F-Droid. In
total, we identified 740 unique email addresses for our survey.
4.4.3 Pilot Survey. To help ensure the validity of the survey, we
asked Computer Science professors and graduate students (two
professors and two Ph.D. students) with experience in Android
development and in survey design to review the survey to ensure
the questions were clear and complete. We conducted several iterations of the survey and rephrased some questions according to
the feedback. In this stage, we also focused on the time limit to
ensure that the participants can finish the survey in 10 minutes.
The responses from the pilot survey were used solely to improve
the questions and were not included in the final results.
4.4.4 Data Collection. We used Qualtrics [38] to send a total
of 740 targeted e-mail invites for the survey. 6 of those emails
bounced and we received 9 automatic replies, leaving at most 725
potential participants, assuming all other emails actually reached
their intended recipients. According to the Software Engineering
Institute’s guidelines for designing an effective survey [28], “When
the population is a manageable size and can be enumerated, simple
random sampling is the most straightforward approach". This is the
case for our study with a population of 740 software developers.
From the 740 sent emails, we received 66 responses (8.9% response rate). Previous studies in software engineering field have
reported response rates between 5.7% [36] and 7.9% [32]. We disqualified 5 partial responses. Finally we considered 61 responses.
We received responses from 18 countries across 5 continents. The
top two countries where the respondents reside are Brazil and
the United States. The professional experience of our respondents
varies from 0.25 years to 6 years, with an average of 3.11 years.
4.4.5 Data Analysis. We collected the ratings our respondents
provided for each accessibility issue, converted these ratings to
Likert scores from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) and
computed the average Likert score. We also extracted comments and
texts from the “other" fields by the survey respondents explaining
the reasons behind their choices. To further analyze the results, we
applied Scott-Knott Effect Size Difference (ESD) test [45] to group
the accessibility issues into statistically distinct ranks according to
their Likert scores. We excluded responses that selected “I don’t
know” for our ESD test. Tantithamthavorn et al. [45] proposed
ESD as it does not require the data to be normally distributed. ESD
leverages hierarchical clustering to partition the set of treatment
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Table 1: The distribution of accessibility issues

means (in our case: means of Likert scores) into statistically distinct
groups with non-negligible effect sizes.

5

Type of accessibility issue

RESULTS

TextContrast
TouchTargetSize
ImageContrast
SpeakableText
RedundantDescription
DuplicateSpeakableText
ClassName
DuplicateClickableBounds
EditableContentDesc
ClickableSpan
TraversalOrder

In this section, we present the results of our study from three
complementary perspectives: apps, developers, and users.

5.1

App Perspective

We start by looking into the prevalence of accessibility issues in the
apps. More specifically, we answer the following research question.
5.1.1 RQ1: How prevalent are accessibility issues in Android apps? We measure the inaccessibility rate of each app for
the 11 types of accessibility issues explained earlier in Section 2.
The inaccessibility rate is calculated by dividing the number of UI
elements (such as TextView or Button) infected with accessibility
issues by the total number of UI elements that are prone to such accessibility issues. We also use the overall inaccessibility rate, which
is the average of all the inaccessibility rates for the different types
of accessibility issues.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of overall inaccessibility rate for
all the apps in our dataset. As shown in figure 2, a small number
of apps have no accessibility issues, while most apps do. In our
dataset, the mean inaccessibility rate for each app is 6.04% and the
standard deviation is 2.42%.

All accessibility types

Mean

Std

Max

22.81
19.78
12.85
11.08
0.93
0.89
0.68
0.55
0.31
0.15
0.0

11.61
10.09
11.99
8.34
3.40
1.47
1.96
0.92
2.69
0.95
0.0

65.10
52.63
50.0
42.24
50.0
15.45
19.64
8.33
50.0
14.72
0.0

6.04

2.42

16.64

similar distribution of overall inaccessibility rates, certain types
of accessibility issues are more frequent in some categories. For
example, apps in the Finance category have the lowest SpeakableText
inaccessibility rate at about 4.0%, while Design and Beauty has the
highest inaccessibility rate of this type at around 16.0%.

Figure 2: Distribution of inaccessibility rate among apps
Observation 1: Accessibility issues are prevalent across all
categories of apps, and the mean inaccessibility rate is 6.04%.



5.1.2 RQ2: What are the most common types of accessibility issues? Are specific categories of apps more susceptible to accessibility issues than others? Next, we take a closer
look at the inaccessibility rate among the various types of accessibility issues. Table 1 shows that Text Contrast, Touch Target, Image
Contrast, and Speakable Text are the most frequent and have a mean
of 22.81%, 19.78%, 12.85%, and 11.08%, respectively. Almost a quarter of TextView elements reported a Text Contrast issue. None of the
apps in our dataset had a Traversal Order accessibility issue. Since
this is a very specific problem with app navigation approach that is
optional to use by developers, zero occurrence of this accessibility
issue is not surprising. We omit this issue from our analysis in the
rest of the tables.
Figure 3 shows inaccessibility rate of the apps grouped into 33
categories. We observe that despite slight variations, all categories
have accessibility issues. The overall inaccessibility rate is between
4.2% and 7.3.%. Music and Audio category exhibits the highest
inaccessibility rate of 7.3%. While different categories of apps have

Figure 3: Distribution of inaccessibility rates across the different categories



Observation 2: 10 out of 11 types of accessibility issues evaluated in the study were present in the evaluated apps, but to
varying degrees.



Since developers use templates provided by Android Studio to
build their apps, we posit that the presence of accessibility issues
in templates can contribute towards the prevalence of accessibility
issues in apps. To that end, we analyzed the templates and found
that 5 out of the 10 templates provided by Android Studio suffered
from Text Contrast , Touch Target and SpeakableText accessibility
issues. For instance, a screen built using Tabbed Activity template
has Text Contrast issues for the titles of the different tabs (as shown
in Figure 4).
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Observation 4: Apps become more accessible over time, with
47% of app updates improving the overall accessibility.

5.2

Figure 4: Two accessibility issues are identified in the TabbedActivity template. TextContrast for the title of inactive tab,
and a missing SpeakableText For the Button



Observation 3: 50% of the templates provided by Android
Studio, the most popular IDE for Android development, have
accessibility issues.



5.1.3 RQ3: How does accessibility evolve over time in Android apps? In order to answer this question, we used a subset of
the apps with multiple versions (details in Section 4). We excluded
apps with only one version from our analysis as our goal was to investigate the evolution of accessibility issues. In total, this analysis
involved 60 apps with 181 versions. We then performed the accessibility evaluation and calculated the difference in inaccessibility
rate among the subsequent versions. A positive difference indicates
more accessibility issues than the prior version, and vice versa.
Since we are using inaccessibility rate instead of the total number
of accessibility issues for our analysis, changes in the app user
interface are less likely to impact the results. Figure 5 depicts the
summary of changes in accessibility issue for 128 updates for 53
apps. Majority of the updates (47%) improved the app’s overall
accessibility, 28% of the updates impacted the overall accessibility
negatively, and for the remaining 25% overall accessibility levels
remained the same. Note that despite the use of inaccessibility
rate, it is possible that the reduction in inaccessibility rate is not
due to fixes but due to the addition of UI elements. However, we
still consider it an improvement in the overall accessibility of a
new version, as the new UI elements did not introduce any new
accessibility issues.

Figure 5: How Apps accessibility levels changed over time



Developer Perspective

We now explain our findings regarding the associations between
developer/organization and accessibility issues.
5.2.1 RQ4: Do same developers tend to create similar types
of accessibility issues? We examine whether developers are creating apps with similar types of accessibility issues. To answer this
question, we first identified a subset of developers who had contributed to multiple projects in our corpus. We then explored Google
Play Store to identify all apps written by these developers, which
yielded 200 new apps. Finally. we calculated the inaccessibility rate
for 260 apps. Table 2 shows the average Standard Deviation (SD)
of inaccessibility rate for apps developed by the same developer
and apps developed by different developers. In the first column of
Table 2, first we calculate the standard deviation for apps grouped
by each developer who has multiple apps and then calculate the
average. In the second column, we did a similar calculation but
only for developers who contributed a single app. From table 2, we
observe that the average standard deviation of inaccessibility rate
in apps developed by the same developers is 1.70, whereas it is 2.42
for apps developed by different developers.
We performed a Two Sample t-test for each category of accessibility issues and found that for three of the categories (SpeakableText,
DuplicateSpeakableText and ClassName) population means are statistically significant (Two Sample t-test, p < 2.2 × 10−16 ) represented
using an asterisk (*) in Table 2. Since we are performing multiple
tests, we have to adjust the significance value accordingly to account for multiple hypothesis correction. We use the Bonferroni
correction [19], which gives us an adjusted α value of 0.004 to be
used as the significant level. We also report the Cohen’s d value
(effect size) for each accessibility issue. A Cohen’s d value ≥ 0.8
indicates a large effects size, a value ≥ 0.5 and < 0.8 indicates a
medium effects size, and a value ≥ 0.2 and < 0.5 indicates a small
effects size. Although the observed effect is for the most part small,
it is not negligible. This is reasonable, because other factors also
impact the presence of accessibility issues.
Table 2: Comparison of SD values for apps made by the same
developers, and different developers.
Accessibility issue

Inaccessibility rate
Cohen’s d
SD
Same
Different
developer developers

TextContrast
TouchTargetSize
ImageContrast
SpeakableText *
RedundantDescription
DuplicateSpeakableText *
ClassName *
DuplicateClickableBounds
EditableContentDesc
ClickableSpan

9.35
7.86
7.64
4.50
0.66
0.69
0.42
0.40
0.0
0.76

11.61
10.09
11.99
8.34
3.40
1.47
1.96
0.92
2.69
0.95

0.02
-0.14
0.06
0.33
0.02
-0.23
-0.31
0.14
-0.18
0.09

Overall inaccessibility

1.70

2.42

0.01

Observation 5: App developers tend to create apps with similar types of accessibility issues.
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5.2.2 RQ5: What are the underlying reasons for developing apps with accessibility issues? We surveyed Android developers (See Section 4 for details) to get their opinion about the
reasons behind accessibility issues in apps.
Table 3 represents the percentage of respondents selecting an
option. It shows that lack of awareness about accessibility and its
importance is identified as the top reason (48.53%). Additional cost
and lack of support from management are the other top reasons.
Table 3: Reported challenges with ensuring accessibility
Challenges with
Ensuring accessibility

Percent

Lack of awareness about accessibility and its importance
Additional cost of ensuring accessibility
Lack of support from management
Lack of tools
Lack of standards and guidelines
Not sure which standards to follow

48.53
16.50
15.53
9.70
8.73
0.97

Observation 6: Developers perceive lack of awareness as the
top reason for introducing accessibility issues in apps.



5.2.3 RQ6: Do apps developed by large and well-known
companies have better inaccessibility rate than other apps?
To answer this question, we identified apps that are developed by
well-known companies such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and
etc. The selection criteria is based on the Forbes Top 100 Digital
Companies list [22]. We posit that these companies have access
to more experienced developers and better development resources
than others. 23 apps satisfied this criterion. From table 4, we observe that the mean for one type of accessibility issue is noticeably
different. SpeakableText rate is 70% lower in the apps produced
by top companies compared to the mean for all other apps in the
dataset. Surprisingly, no major difference is observed among the
other accessibility issues.
Table 4: Comparison of the mean for apps’ inaccessibility
rates developed by top companies against all other apps
Accessibility issue

Inaccessibility rate

Cohen’s d

Apps by
Other apps
top companies

reasons why apps developed by top companies are as susceptible
to accessibility issues as apps developed by other companies.



Observation 7: The inaccessibility rates for apps developed
by top companies are similar to inaccessibility rates for other
apps, except for SpeakableText accessibility issue.



5.2.4 RQ7: Do developers perceive all accessibility issues
equal? Our goal was to understand how developers perceive different accessibility issues. To that end, we presented a list of some
of the accessibility issues identified through the app analysis and
asked the developers to rate them (See Section 4 for details). Table 5 presents the 6 accessibility issues ranked according to the
Scott-Knott ESD test in terms of means of Likert scores for all
the respondents. Redundant Description , Text Contrast and Image
Contrast are the top two groups.
Table 5: Accessibility issues ranked according to the ScottKnott ESD test (all respondents)

20.63
19.79
12.60
3.39
2.49
1.10
1.68
0.33
1.80
0.76

22.75
19.67
12.86
11.21
0.90
0.89
0.68
0.55
0.31
0.14

-0.28
0.01
0.02
-1.14
0.36
0.12
0.47
-0.28
0.37
0.41

Overall inaccessibility *

4.80

6.03

-0.48

We wanted to understand the reason behind this. In the survey,
we asked the developers whether accessibility evaluation is part of
their app development/testing process. Out of the 32 survey respondents that are paid developers, 23 did not have any accessibility
evaluation as part of their app development process. We also asked
the developers whether accessibility of their apps is treated with
importance in their organization. 27 respondents mentioned that
accessibility is not treated as importantly as other quality attributes,
such as security, in their organization. These might be some of the

Accessibility issue category

1
2
2
3
3
4

RedundantDescription
TextContrast
ImageContrast
TouchTargetSize
DuplicateSpeakableText
SpeakableText

In our study, we noticed that none of the existing tools rank
the reported accessibility issues, thus do not provide any means
of prioritizing accessibility issues that should be resolved by the
developer. We asked the respondents to rate three ranking methods
that we identified through a manual analysis and provide a rationale
for their rating (See Section 4 for details). We used Scott-Knott ESD
test to rank their responses. Respondents ranked severity of impact
on the user as the primary criterion, and certainty of the warning
(true positive) and ease of fix as the second and third criterion,
respectively.



Observation 8: Developers believe impact on user should be
the primary criterion for ranking (prioritizing) the accessibility
issues.


5.3

TextContrast
TouchTargetSize *
ImageContrast
SpeakableText *
RedundantDescription *
DuplicateSpeakableText
ClassName *
DuplicateClickableBounds
EditableContentDesc *
ClickableSpan *

Group

User Perspective

Here, we report our findings regarding how users’ perception about
apps is affected by the presence of accessibility issues.
5.3.1 RQ8: What accessibility issues do users complain
about? To answer this question, we identified 704 reviews from 102
different apps using the process explained in Section 4, resulting in
150 accessibility-related reviews. Figure 6 summarizes the content
of all the app reviews in terms of the type of accessibility concern
discussed. Almost half of the reviews discussed accessibility without
specifying the exact issues. Users in the other half of the reviews
discussed mainly 3 concerns: (1) difficulties related to missing label
or content description, (2) text size or color, and (3) image/icon
contrast or size. We also found that users tend to use app review
to communicate both positive and negative experiences with app
accessibility. In some cases users gave a bad review and stated that
they are going to delete the app as it is unusable.
Some of the accessibility issues that were discussed in the reviews
are not detectable by automated tools and require manual evaluation. For example, users reported issues related to the grouping of

Accessibility Issues in Android Apps:
State of Affairs, Sentiments, and Ways Forward
UI elements on the screen. Users with visual impairment may rely
on using Google TalkBack linear navigation service to understand
what is shown on the screen (they swipe right and left to move
from one element to another). In one app screen, there were too
many elements visible, and navigating that screen linearly was a tedious task, and slowed down the reading experience. Alternatively,
developers should hide elements that do not add value to the user,
either by marking them as unimportant for the screen reader, or by
grouping them with other UI elements under descriptive headings.

Figure 6: The rate of the different accessibility concerns discussed in app reviews
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Table 7: Comparison of inaccessibility rates for apps that
were selected as Editors’ Choice in Play store.
Accessibility issue

Inaccessibility rate Cohen’s d
Editors
Choice

6

Other
apps

TextContrast
25.30
TouchTargetSize
18.99
ImageContrast *
15.41
SpeakableText
9.81
RedundantDescription
1.12
DuplicateSpeakableText
0.71
ClassName
1.04
DuplicateClickableBounds * 0.37
EditableContentDesc
0.18
ClickableSpan
0.05

22.71
20.19
12.43
11.16
0.97
0.91
0.66
0.59
0.36
0.17

0.23
-0.12
0.25
-0.16
0.04
-0.15
0.18
-0.26
-0.07
-0.16

Overall inaccessibility

6.02

0.11

6.29

DISCUSSION

Accessibility issues are widely prevalent. One goal of our study was
to investigate and identify the most prominent accessibility issues.

 Our findings show Text Contrast, Image Contrast, and Touch Target
Observation 9: Almost half of the accessibility issues reported
are widely prevalent accessibility issues in all categories (33 in our
by users in app reviews are about difficulties related to missing
dataset) of Android apps. Since the apps used in this study are the
label or content description, text size or color, and image/icon
top free apps in the Google Play Store, our results represent the
contrast or size.

 accessibility status of the most commonly used Android apps on
5.3.2 RQ9: Do accessibility issues have any association
the market.
with app ratings? We explore the association, if any, between
Individuals with different kinds of disability are affected. To make
apps’ inaccessibility rate and their user ratings on Google Play
things worse, identified accessibility issues affect individuals with
Store. We crawled the Google Play Store and collected meta-data
different types of disabilities. As an example, Touch Target accessiabout each app including user rating, and whether it was promoted
bility issue impedes the app use for individuals with mobile impairas an Editors’ Choice on the Store. Table 6 shows the details of the
ment. Color- and image-contrast related accessibility issues create
correlation analysis for apps’ inaccessibility rates and user ratings.
difficulty for visually impaired users. Our results also highlight
We used Pearson correlation coefficient since the data is normally
the fact that approximately 39 million blind users and 246 million
distributed.
low-vision users worldwide [16] are mostly affected by accessibility
Table 6: Inaccessibility rates correlation with app rating
issues, since the most frequent issues identified in our analysis were
Text Contrast, Image Contrast, and Touch Target. These findings call
Accessibility issue
Correlation value
for action to the software engineering community for reducing
TextContrast *
0.150
accessibility issues and lowering the barrier for individuals with
TouchTargetSize
-0.023
different kinds of disability.
ImageContrast *
0.108
SpeakableText
-0.020
Accessibility issues are found even in the Android templates. Our
RedundantDescription
0.019
study
provided us with useful insights as to the underlying reasons
DuplicateSpeakableText
-0.059
for why existing app are so riddled with accessibility issues. One
ClassName
-0.028
DuplicateClickableBounds
0.012
such reason appears to be the presence of accessibility issues in the
EditableContentDesc
-0.020
templates provided by IDEs. 5 out of the 10 templates from Android
ClickableSpan
0.022
Studio suffer from Text Contrast, Touch Target and SpeakableText
Overall inaccessibility rate
0.050
accessibility issues (two of the top three identified accessibility

issues). It is a common practice for developers to build their apps
Observation 10: There is no strong association between the
based on these templates. Interestingly, Android Studio is not only
presence of accessibility issues and app ratings.
the most popular IDE for Android development, but it is also from
We also checked whether presence of inaccessibility issues has
Google, the company that makes the most popular accessibility
association with being promoted as Editors’ Choice. Table 7 comanalysis tool for Android (i.e., Google Accessibility Scanner).
pares the inaccessibility rate for apps that were promoted as Editors’
Developer are generally unaware of the accessibility principles. The
Choice (a total of 83 apps in our dataset) against all other apps that
pervasiveness of accessibility issues can also be attributed to the
were not promoted as Editors’ Choice. Interestingly, apps that were
lack of awareness and training among the developers. This was idenselected as Editors’ Choice had similar inaccessibility rate compared
tified as the top challenge (48.53%) among the survey respondents
to those that were not selected.
(Table
3). For example, all of our survey respondents mentioned

using Lint. However, prior research shows that developers do not
Observation 11: Presence of accessibility issues does not imactually know how accessibility warnings from Lint impact the
pact popularity of an app.
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app’s use by a disabled person [17]. Developers could benefit from
training on accessibility design principles, yet such training is a
rarity in most formal academic curricula.
Apps do not get worse over time. When we looked at the evolution
of accessibility in apps, we found that 72% of the apps are either
improving or remaining the same in terms of accessibility (Figure 5).
This is surprising, for two reasons. First, conventional code quality attributes, e.g., code smells, tend to degrade over time as the
complexity and size of apps increase [4], while with respect to accessibility we observe a reverse effect. Second, developers claim to
be unaware of accessibility issues and standards (Table 3), thus the
improvements in accessibility cannot be attributed to a conscious
effort on their part. This warrants further investigation into why
and how the accessibility of apps improve over time.
Tools have ways to go. Our results highlight the limitations of current accessibility analysis tools. Some of the accessibility issues are
not easy to identify. One such example is the Dropbox app, which
requires the user to navigate through all files in the current folder
before accessing the“menu”, “select”, or “more” buttons. This makes
it difficult, or even impossible, for individuals with mobile impairment to use the app. Identifying such accessibility issues is not
straightforward and requires considering the context of interaction.
None of the current accessibility analysis tools consider context.
Existing tools are also unable to evaluate apps with non-native
elements in their UIs such as Games. Attention from the research
community is needed to investigate the accessibility issues that are
context-specific or occur in non-native UI elements.
Furthermore, we found that the reported accessibility issues are
not equally important. In some cases, a single inaccessible element
undermines the entire purpose of an app. As an example, we found
the rating UI widget of the Yelp app lacks accessibility support, leaving the core functionality of this app inaccessible to many users.
We noticed that none of the analysis tools report severity of issues.
Rather important issues are presented alongside of those that affect tangential functions of an app, e.g., text contrast on the About
screen. The high number of accessibility issues reported by the
existing tools, reaching hundreds in some cases, overwhelm the
developers. Therefore, research is needed into identifying effective
means of prioritizing accessibility issues in terms of their importance. We took the first step and identified three potentially fruitful
methods of ranking accessibility issues: severity of impact on the
user, certainty of the warning (true positive), and ease of fix. When
asked to rank these during the survey, developers ranked “severity of impact on the user” as the primary criterion for prioritizing
the accessibility issues. However, further research is required to
identify and compare different prioritization criteria.
Another limitation of the existing accessibility testing tools is the
inability to consider all kinds of impairment. As an example, Google
Accessibility Scanner has no support for testing hearing impairment
related issues. Devising new robust tools for automatically testing
accessibility for all kinds of impairment requires further attention
from the research community.
An interesting observation is that while accessibility issues can
render an app completely useless for a disabled person, the fixes to
many accessibility issues are in fact quite easy. For instance, text
contrast can be easily fixed through simple changes to the font
and/or background colors. Given the recent advances in automated
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program repair in the software engineering research community,
this appears to be a fruitful avenue of future research.
Finally, one approach for stemming accessibility issues is to plan
for accessibility in the early design phase rather than handling it
as an afterthought at the end of the development phase. Catching
accessibility issues early on at the design stage allows the developer
to adapt the UI without significant effort. Automated accessibility analysis tools are needed that can be applied to early design
prototypes, e.g., UI sketches. Furthermore, we found that the most
popular build-time code scanning tool for Android, called Lint, only
provides support for detection of one type of accessibility issue.
We believe incorporating more comprehensive checks in the build
process of IDEs could drastically reduce the accessibility issues that
creep into the final product, allowing the developers to resolve the
issues early in the development.
Gaps between developer and user perception. The preliminary indication from our study is that developers and users have different
perceptions as to the impact of accessibility issues on the usability
of apps. Bridging this gap would help developers prioritize fixes for
accessibility issues that are most critical for users first. However, in
order to do a meaningful comparison and have a better understating
of user perspective, a more extensive user study, involving disabled
users, would be needed. This is outside the scope of our current
study, given that property conducting such a study would require,
among others, access to users with different types of disability (e.g.,
visual, hearing, mobility impairment). Nevertheless, we consider
this to be an interesting avenue of future work.
Organizations need to pay attention. When we tested the relationship between app ratings and presence of accessibility issues, we
did not find any strong association. We posit this has to do with
the fact that disabled people are a small minority of app users, thus,
reports by this category of users do not have a significant impact
on the overall app ratings. This became further evident when we
saw a lack of association between presence of accessibility issues
and popularity of an app (Table 7). Unfortunately, this implies that
disabled users cannot rely on app ratings to determine which apps
to install, and accessibility-related criticism of apps tends to go
unnoticed, as most users do not share the same concerns.
Our analysis revealed that inaccessibility rates for apps developed
by top companies are relatively similar to inaccessibility rates for
other apps. Moreover, out of the 32 survey respondents that are
paid developers, 23 did not have any accessibility evaluation as
part of their app development process. Respondents also mentioned
that accessibility is not treated as importantly as other aspects of
quality, such as security, in their organization. Lack of support from
management was also identified as one of the challenges (15.53%)
with regards to ensuring accessibility (Table 3). All of these indicate
that even the top companies in most cases do not pay attention to
accessibility. We believe training the app developers and increasing
their general awareness of the accessibility issues could improve
the state of affairs, as they become ambassadors of accessibility in
their organizations.

7

THREATS TO VALIDITY

We have strived to eliminate bias and the effects of random noise
in our study. However, it is possible that our mitigation strategies
may not have been effective.

Accessibility Issues in Android Apps:
State of Affairs, Sentiments, and Ways Forward
Bias due to sampling : To increase our confidence that the subject apps are representative, we used multiple sources (i.e., Google
Play Store and F-Droid). We also used large number of projects
belonging to multiple categories. Since we used only two sources,
our findings may not be generalizable to all Android apps. However,
we believe that the large number of projects sampled from multiple
sources adequately addresses this concern.
Bias due to tools used: Any error in the tools used may affect
our findings. To minimize this risk, we leverage Google Accessibility
Testing Framework which is widely used by other researchers [20,
40] and practitioners. This is also the underlying framework for the
state-of-art Google Scanner.
Moreover, it is possible that there are defects in the implementation of our tool. To that end, we have extensively tested our
implementation, among others, verifying the results against a small
set of apps for which we manually verified the accessibility issues.
Additionally, we do not claim to identify all accessibility issues, as
it is possible that certain accessibility issues cannot be identified
using the existing tools.
Bias due to survey: It is possible that the survey participants
misunderstood some of the survey questions. To mitigate this threat,
we conducted a pilot study with Android developers with different
experience levels from both open-source community and industry.
We also conducted a pilot study with survey design experts. We
updated the survey based on the findings of these pilot studies.

8

CONCLUSION

We presented the results of a large-scale empirical study aimed at
understanding the state of accessibility support in Android apps.
We found accessibility issues to be rampant among more than
1, 000 popular apps that were studied. We identified a number of
culprits, including, among others, the observation that developers
are generally unaware of the accessibility principles, and that existing analysis tools are not sufficiently sophisticated to be useful,
e.g., are unable to prioritize accessibility issues. Due to the disproportionately small number of disabled users, apps with extensive
accessibility issues are highly popular and have good ratings. Thus,
disabled people have no way of determining which apps are suitable
for their use based on the app ratings. Moreover, app developers
appear to lack the incentives and backing of their organizations
to make their apps usable by this small, yet important, segment of
society.
Our ultimate goal is to help catalyze advances in mobile app
accessibility by shedding light on the current state of affairs. Our
findings can help practitioners by highlighting important skills
to acquire, and educators by recommending important skills to
include in the curriculum. The findings also highlight opportunities
for researchers to address the limitations of existing tools.
The research artifacts for this study are available publicly at the
companion website [44].
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